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【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】

ディケンズの言語学的基盤

The One, Other, and Only Dickens

Stewart, Garrett

 (Cornell U.P.)

2018 : 11  222 p.  Hardback 9781501730108 US$95.00  Paperback 9781501730139  US$22.95

Stewart casts new light on those delirious wrinkles of wording that are one of the chief pleasures of Dickens’s novels but that go regularly 

unnoticed in Dickensian criticism: the linguistic infrastructure of his textured prose. Stewart, in effect, looks over the reader’s shoulder in 

shared fascination with the local surprises of Dickensian phrasing and the restless undertext of his storytelling. For Stewart, this phrasal 

undercurrent attests both to Dickens’s early immersion in Shakespearean sonority and, at the same time, to the effect of Victorian 

stenography, with the repressed phonetics of its elided vowels, on the young author’s verbal habits long after his stint as a shorthand Parliamentary reporter.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】

シェイクスピアの言語の現代的な読み解き方

Shakesplish: How We Read Shakespeare's Language

Blank, Paula

Square One: First-Order Questions in the Humanities  (Stanford U.P.)

2018 : 11  232 p.  Hardback 9780804791939 US$70.00  Paperback 9781503607576  US$22.95

Shakesplish is the first book devoted to our experience as modern readers of Early Modern English. Drawing on translation theory and 

linguistics, Paula Blank argues that for us, Shakespeare's language is a hybrid English composed of errors in comprehension - and that such 

errors enable, rather than hinder, some of the pleasures we take in his language.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】

ワーズワースの後期の詩

Wordsworth's Poetry, 1815-1845

Fulford, Tim

Haney Foundation Series  (Univ. of Penn. Pr.)

2019 : 01  376 p.  Hardback 9780812250817 US$75.00     

The later poetry of William Wordsworth, popular in his lifetime and influential on the Victorians, has, with a few exceptions, received little 

attention from contemporary literary critics. In Wordsworth's Poetry, 1815-1845, Tim Fulford argues that the later work reveals a mature poet 

far more varied and surprising than is often acknowledged. Examining the most characteristic poems in their historical contexts, he shows 

Wordsworth probing the experiences and perspectives of later life and innovating formally and stylistically.

【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】

浅岡千利世 （獨協大学外国語学部教授）著 『外国語としての英語教育における初期職業訓練』

Early Professional Development in EFL Teaching: Perspectives and Experiences from Japan

Asaoka, Chitose

New Perspectives on Language and Education  (Multilingual Matters)

2019 : 04  192 p.  Hardback 9781788923217 ￡89.95     

This book examines the perspectives and experiences of student teachers who are in the process of becoming secondary school English 

teachers in Japan. It reports on the trainee teachers’ attitudes towards theory and practice in their professional development. Through a 

discussion of what professional expertise should look like in this context, the book identifies the challenges faced by the Initial Teacher 

Education (ITE) system in Japan, and suggests support and mediational activities that should be included as components of the ITE 

curriculum. The book contains valuable rich descriptions of trainee teachers’ experiences, and will be of interest to those working in EFL both in Japan and elsewhere.
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【英語学・英語教育】

成人の英語学習者と教師の談話

Narratives of Adult English Learners and Teachers: Practical Applications

Larrotta, Clarena

New Perspectives on Language and Education  (Multilingual Matters)

2019 : 04  152 p.  Hardback 9781788923170 ￡89.95  Paperback 9781788923163  ￡24.95

This book centralizes the narratives of adult English language learners, teachers, and trainee teachers in the development of a humanistic 

language pedagogy; their strengths, concerns, and stories inform this practical guide to adult literacy development and English language-

culture learning and teaching. The author sets the need to educate the whole person, and to focus on the adult learner’s strengths and 

assets, against a background of rigorous research and practical experience.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

戦後日本の芸術と政治参与

Art and Engagement in Early Postwar Japan

Jesty, Justin

 (Cornell U.P.)

2018 : 10  336 p.  Hardback 9781501715044 US$49.95     

Justin Jesty’s Art and Engagement in Early Postwar Japan reframes the history of art and its politics in Japan post-1945. This fascinating 

cultural history addresses our broad understanding of the immediate postwar era moving toward the Cold War and subsequent consolidations 

of political and cultural life. At the same time, Jesty delves into an examination of the relationship between art and politics that approaches 

art as a mode of intervention, but he moves beyond the idea that the artwork or artist unilaterally authors political significance to trace how 

creations and expressive acts may (or may not) actually engage the terms of shared meaning and value.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

ジャン = ミシェル・バスキア著 『バスキアイズム』

Basquiat-isms

Basquiat, Jean-Michel / Warsh, Larry (ed.)

 (Princeton U.P.)

2019 : 02  144 p.  3 b/w illus.  Hardback 9780691192833 \1,770     

One of the most important artists of the late twentieth century, Jean-Michel Basquiat explored the interplay of words and images throughout 

his career, from his early days as a member of the New York City graffiti duo SAMO through his years as a celebrated painter with an instantly 

recognizable style. In his paintings, notebooks, and interviews, he showed himself to be a powerful and creative writer and speaker as well as 

image-maker. Basquiat-isms is a collection of essential quotations from this godfather of urban culture.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

現代中国水墨画コレクション

Ink Worlds: Contemporary Chinese Painting from the Collection of Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang

Vinograd, Richard & Huang, Ellen

 (Stanford U.P.)

2018 : 05  232 p.  127 full-color illus.  Hardback 9781503606845 US$55.00     

Yahoo! 共同創業者ジェリー・ヤンと妻の山崎晶子のコレクション

Presenting the work of some two dozen artists from China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the United States in more than 100 full-color 

reproductions, the book spans pioneering abstract work from the late 1960s through twenty-first century technological innovations. The 

Yamazaki/Yang collection is widely recognized as one of the most important private collections of contemporary Chinese ink art.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

アニ・アルバース著 『織について　増補版』

On Weaving.  expanded ed

Albers, Anni

 (Princeton U.P.)

2017 : 08  272 p. 105 color, 28 b/w illus.  Hardback 9780691177854 \6,840     

Written by one of the twentieth century’s leading textile artists, this splendidly illustrated book is a luminous meditation on the art of weaving, 

its history, its tools and techniques, and its implications for modern design. First published in 1965, On Weaving bridges the transition 

between handcraft and the machine-made, highlighting the essential importance of material awareness and the creative leaps that can occur 

when design problems are tackled by hand.
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【経済学全般・経済体制論】

バブルと破綻

Bubbles and Crashes: The Boom and Bust of Technological Innovation

Goldfarb, Brent & Kirsch, David A.

 (Stanford U.P.)

2019 : 02  264 p.  Hardback 9780804793834 US$35.00     

In Bubbles and Crashes, Brent Goldfarb and David A. Kirsch give us new insights into the causes of speculative booms and busts. They 

identify a class of assets - major technological innovations - that can, but does not necessarily, produce bubbles. This methodological twist is 

essential: Only by comparing similar events that sometimes lead to booms and busts can we ascertain the root causes of bubbles.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】

カウンター・コーラ：グローバル企業の多国籍な歴史

Counter-Cola: A Multinational History of the Global Corporation

Ciafone, Amanda

 (U. of California Pr.)

2019 : 04  368 p.  Hardback 9780520299016 US$85.00  Paperback 9780520299023  US$29.95

Counter-Cola charts the history of one of the world’s most influential and widely known corporations, the Coca-Cola Company. It tells the 

story of how, over the past 130 years, the corporation has tried to make its products and brands physically and culturally a central part of 

global daily life in over 200 countries. Through this story of Coca-Cola, Amanda Ciafone reveals the pursuit of corporate power within the key 

economic transformations - liberal, developmentalist, neoliberal - of the 20th and 21st centuries.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】

エルガー版ケインズ必携

Elgar Companion to John Maynard Keynes

Dimand, Robert W. &  Hagemann, Harald (eds.)

 (Edward Elgar)

2018 : 12  600 p.  Hardback 9781847200082 ￡160.00     

The most influential and controversial economist of the twentieth century, John Maynard Keynes was the leading founder of modern 

macroeconomics, and was also an important historical figure as a critic of the Versailles Peace Treaty after World War I and an architect 

of the Bretton Woods international monetary system after World War II. This comprehensive Companion elucidates his contributions, his 

significance, his historical context and his continuing legacy. Prominent scholars examine Keynes’s life and major writings, his theories and 

contributions, influences on the development of his thought, his interactions with his contemporaries, his followers and critics, the lasting significance of his work and the 

changing fortunes of Keynesianism in different countries.

The concise but thorough and comprehensive entries are arranged in eight parts: Life and Work, Influences, Major Works, Economic Analysis, Critics and Contemporaries, 

Associates, Legacy and Impact, and Keynesianism in Various Countries. The Companion will serve as the standard reference work for all those interested in John Maynard 

Keynes, in the economics of Keynes and in the history of macroeconomics. 

Contents: 

PART I: LIFE AND WORK
1. John Neville Keynes Heinrich Bortis
2. Florence Ada Keynes Indra Hardeen
3. Lydia Lopokova Indra Hardeen 
4. The Bloomsbury Group Victoria 

Chick
5. The India Office Donald Moggridge
6. World War I Donald Moggridge
7. Keynes and British Financial Policy 

in the Inter-war period Donald 
Moggridge

8. World War II Donald Moggridge
9. Before and After Bretton Woods 

June Flanders

PART II: INFLUENCES
10. G.E. Moore John Davis
11. Bertrand Russell John Davis
12. Ludwig WittgensteinJohn Davis
13. Frank P. Ramsey John Davis
14. Thomas Robert Malthus Samuel 

Hollander
15. Alfred Marshall Peter Groenewegen 
16. Knut Wicksell Mauro Boianovsky
17. John Atkinson Hobson John King
18. Irving Fisher Robert W. Dimand

PART III: MAJOR WORKS
19. A Treatise on Probability Rod 

O’Donnell
20. Indian Currency and Finance   

Rebecca Gomez-Betancourt

21. The Economic Consequences of 
the Peace Robert W. Dimand

22. A Tract on Monetary Reform Robert 
W. Dimand

23. The Economic Consequences of 
Mr. Churchill Robert W. Dimand

24. The End of Laissez-Fair Sherry 
Davis Kasper 

25. Am I a Liberal? Robert W. Dimand
26. Economic Possibilities for our 

Grandchildren Harald Hagemann
27. A Treatise on Money Ingo Barens
28. Essays in Biography Geoff Harcourt
29. Lectures on ‘The Monetary Theory 

of Production’ and ‘The General 
Theory of Employment' Robert W. 
Dimand

30. The General Theory of 
Employment, Interest and Money 
Robert Skidelsky

31. How to Pay for the War Peter 
Spahn

PART IV: ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
32. The Quantity Theory of Money  

Arash Molavi Vassei
33. The Multiplier Robert W. Dimand 
34. Say’s Law Harald Hagemann
35. Effective Demand Paul Davidson
36. Unemployment Sylvie Rivot
37. Wages and Employment Harald 

Hagemann
38. Consumption and Saving Volker 

Caspari

39. Investment, Expectations and the 
Marginal Efficiency of Capital Jan 
Kregel

40. Liquidity Preference Victoria Chick
41. Risk and Uncertainty Sheila Dow
42. IS-LM Warren Young
43. The Finance Motive Jan Kregel
44. The Keynes-Sraffa-Hayek 

Controversy
 Heinz D. Kurz
45. Econometrics: The Keynes-

Tinbergen controversy Marcel 
Boumans and Neil De Marchi

46. Trade Cycle Daniele Besomi
47. Mercantilism Lars Magnusson
48. Imperfect Competition Rodolphe 

Dos Santos Ferreira

PART V: Critics and contemporaries
49. Arthur Cecil Pigou Nahid 

Aslanbeigui and Guy Oakes
50. Dennis Holme Robertson Mauro 

Boianovsky and Charles Goodhart
51. Joseph Alois Schumpeter Harald 

Hagemann
52. Lionel Robbins Susan Howson
53. Ralph George Hawtrey David 

Glasner
54. Friedrich August Hayek Hansjörg 

Klausinger
55. Bertil Ohlin Hans-Michael Trautwein
56. William H. Beveridge Robert W. 

Dimand 
57. Michal Kalecki Malcolm Sawyer

PART VI: ASSOCIATES
58. Piero Sraffa Heinz Kurz
59. Roy Forbes Harrod Daniele Besomi
60. Richard Ferdinand Kahn Maria 

Cristina Marcuzzo 
61. Joan Violet Robinson Prue Kerr
62. James Edward Meade Susan 

Howson 
63. Colin Clark Alex Millmow
64. Richard Stone Ron P. Smith
65. Lorie Tarshis Robert W. Dimand
66. David Champernowne Mauro 

Boianovsky

PART VII: LEGACY AND IMPACT
67. John Richard Hicks Omar 

Hamouda 
68. G.L.S. Shackle Bruce Littleboy
69. Alvin Harvey Hansen Roger E. 

Backhouse
70. Mabel Timlin Robert W. Dimand
71. Paul AnthonySamuelson  Roger E. 

Backhouse
72. Lawrence Klein Robert W. Dimand 
73. Franco Modigliani Michael 

Szenberg and Lall Ramrattan
74. Robert M. Solow Michael Assoũs
75. James Tobin Robert W. Dimand
76. Nicholas Kaldor  A.P. Thirlwall
77. Milton Friedman Sylvie Rivot
78. Harry Gordon Johnson Donald 

Moggridge
79. Don Patinkin Goulven Rubin

80. Robert W. Clower Peter Howitt
81. Axel Leijonhufvud Hans-Michael 

Trautwein
82. Hyman Minsky L. Randall Wray
83. Sidney Weintraub Paul Davidson
84. Post-Keynesian Economics
 Eckhard Hein and Marc Lavoie
85. New Keynesian Macroeconomics 

Peter Spahn
86. The Phillips Curve James Forder
87. The Rise, Fall, and Return of the 

‘Master’ Peter Clarke

PART VIII: KEYNESIANISM IN 
VARIOUS COUNTRIES

88. Keynesianism in the United 
Kingdom Geoff Tily

89. Keynesianism in the United States 
Mathew Forstater

90. Keynesianism in Canada Robert W. 
Dimand

91. Keynesianism in Germany Harald 
Hagemann 

92. Keynesianism in France Goulven 
Rubin

93. Keynesianism in Italy Piero Bini
94. Keynesianism in Japan Masazumi 

Wakatabe 
95. Keynesianism in Australia John W. 

Neville and Peter Kriesler

 Index
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【経済学全般・経済体制論】

海運業と経済学：アジアの展望

Maritime Business and Economics: Asian Perspectives

Duru, Okan (ed.)

Routledge Maritime Masters  (Routledge)

2018 : 12  320 p.  Hardback 9781138282124 ￡95.00  Paperback 9781138400368  ￡39.99

Asian shipping entrepreneurship relies on strong ties between private entities and public institutions (i.e. governments). This book examines 

the growth and sustainability of the Asian maritime world through the lens of the Asian cultural code, its social and institutional economics 

as well as its unique way of public governance. The book addresses the economics of maritime industry in a broader stroke to include ship 

owning, shipbuilding, port operation and its links and collaborations to other industries from a refreshing perspective.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】

貨幣の時間

The Time of Money

Adkins, Lisa

Currencies: New Thinking for Financial Times  (Stanford U.P.)

2018 : 09  240 p.  Hardback 9781503606265 US$85.00  Paperback 9781503607101  US$24.95

Speculation is often associated with financial practices, but The Time of Money makes the case that it not be restricted to the financial sphere. 

It argues that the expansion of finance has created a distinctive social world, one that demands a speculative stance toward life in general. 

Replacing a logic of extraction, speculation changes our relationship to time and organizes our social worlds to maximize the productive 

capacities of populations around flows of money for finance capital.

【社会学・人類学・社会理論】

ラウトレッジ版フランクフルト学派必携

The Routledge Companion to the Frankfurt School

Gordon, Peter E. et al. (ed.)

Routledge Philosophy Companions  (Routledge)

2018 : 11  576 p.  Hardback 9781138333246 ￡175.00     

The portentous terms and phrases associated with the first decades of the Frankfurt School - exile, the dominance of capitalism, fascism - 

seem as salient today as they were in the early twentieth century. The Routledge Companion to the Frankfurt School addresses the many 

early concerns of critical theory and brings those concerns into direct engagement with our shared world today. In this volume, a distinguished 

group of international scholars from a variety of disciplines revisits the philosophical and political contributions of Theodor W. Adorno, Walter 

Benjamin, Max Horkheimer, Herbert Marcuse, Jürgen Habermas, Axel Honneth, and others.

【家族・年齢層】

幸せなシングル

Happy Singlehood: The Rising Acceptance and Celebration of Solo Living

Kislev, Elyakim

 (U. of California Pr.)

2019 : 03  287 p.  Hardback 9780520299139 US$85.00  Paperback 9780520299146  US$29.95

In this carefully crafted, thoroughly researched book, Elyakim Kislev delivers groundbreaking insights on the fastest growing demographic in 

the world: singles. Happy Singlehood investigates how unmarried people create satisfying lives in a world where social structures and policies 

are still designed to favor married couples. The book challenges readers to rethink how single people organize social and familial life in new 

ways, and illuminates how educators, policymakers, and urban planners ignore their needs.
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【文化・知識・芸術・宗教社会学】

ミャンマーにおける庶民の厳しい生活実態

Everyday Economic Survival in Myanmar

Thawnghmung, Ardeth Maung

New Perspectives in SE Asian Studies  (U. of Wisconsin Pr.)

2019 : 01  320 p.  Hardback 9780299320607 US$79.95     

Reforms in Myanmar (formerly Burma) have eased restrictions on citizens' political activities. Yet for most Burmese, Ardeth Maung 

Thawnghmung shows, eking out a living from day to day leaves little time for civic engagement. Citizens have coped with extreme hardship 

through great resourcefulness. But by making bad situations more tolerable in the short term, these coping strategies may hinder the 

emergence of the democratic values needed to sustain the country's transition to a more open political environment. Thawnghmung 

conducted in-depth interviews and surveys of 372 individuals from all walks of life and across geographical locations in Myanmar between 2008 and 2015.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】

低賃金労働における高齢化と経済的不平等

Waiting on Retirement: Aging and Economic Insecurity in Low-Wage Work

Gatta, Mary

Studies in Social Inequality  (Stanford U.P.)

2018 : 10  184 p.  Hardback 9780804799959 US$85.00  Paperback 9781503607408  US$24.95

America is witnessing a retirement crisis. As the labor market shifts to the gig economy and new strains restrict social security, the American 

Dream of secure retirement becomes further out of reach for up to half of the population. In Waiting on Retirement, Mary Gatta takes the case 

of restaurant workers to examine the experiences of low-wage workers who are middle-aged, aging, and past retirement age.

【政治学全般】

ネオリベラリズムの政治理論

The Political Theory of Neoliberalism

Biebricher, Thomas

Currencies: New Thinking for Financial Times  (Stanford U.P.)

2019 : 02  264 p.  Hardback 9781503603646 US$85.00  Paperback 9781503607828  US$24.95

Recognizing the heterogeneities within and between both neoliberal theory and practice, The Political Theory of Neoliberalism looks to 

distinguish between the two as well as to theorize their relationship. By examining the views of state, democracy, science, and politics in 

the work of six major figures - Eucken, Röpke, Rüstow, Hayek, Friedman, and Buchanan - it offers the first comprehensive account of the 

varieties of neoliberal political thought.

【各国の政情・政治史】

民主主義をリノベートする

Renovating Democracy: Governing in the Age of Globalization and Digital Capitalism

Gardels, Nathan & Berggruen, Nicolas

Great Transformations, 1  (U. of California Pr.)

2019 : 04  248 p.  Hardback 9780520303607 US$27.95     

With fierce clarity and conviction, Renovating Democracy tears down our basic structures and challenges us to conceive of an alternative 

framework for governance. To truly renovate our global systems, the authors argue for empowering participation without populism by 

integrating social networks and direct democracy into the system with new mediating institutions that complement representative government.

【国際関係論】

変わる国家の物語：日本とトルコの場合

Dark Pasts: Changing the State's Story in Turkey and Japan

Dixon, Jennifer M.

 (Cornell U.P.)

2018 : 11  276 p.  Hardback 9781501730245 US$55.00     

Unpacking the complex processes through which international pressures and domestic dynamics shape states’ narratives, Jennifer M. Dixon 

analyzes the trajectories over the past sixty years of Turkey’s narrative of the 1915-17 Armenian Genocide and Japan’s narrative of the 1937-

38 Nanjing Massacre. While both states’ narratives started from similar positions of silencing, relativizing, and denial, Japan has come to 

express regret and apologize for the Nanjing Massacre, while Turkey has continued to reject official wrongdoing and deny the genocidal 

nature of the violence.
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【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】

ニーチェ全著作集　第 14 巻

The Complete Works of Friedrich Nietzsche, 14: Unpublished Fragments from the Period of Thus 

Spoke Zarathustra (Summer 1882-Winter 1883/84)

Nietzsche, Friedrich

 (Stanford U.P.)

2019 : 01  480 p.  Hardback 9780804728874 US$85.00  Paperback 9781503607521  US$24.95

This volume provides the first English translation of Nietzsche's unpublished notebooks from 1882-1884, the period in which he was 

composing the book that he considered his best and most important work, Thus Spoke Zarathustra. Crucial transitional documents in 

Nietzsche's intellectual development, the notebooks mark a shift into what is widely regarded as the philosopher's mature period.

【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】

ヒュームの哲学歴史辞典　第 2 版

Historical Dictionary of Hume's Philosophy.  2nd ed

Coventry, Angela & Merrill, Kenneth R.

Historical Dictionaries of Religions, Philosophies, and Movements  (Scarecrow Pr.)

2018 : 12  398 p.  Hardback 9781538119150 US$95.00     

This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Hume's Philosophy contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. 

The dictionary section has over 100 cross-referenced entries covering key terms, as well as brief discussions of Hume's major works and of 

some of his most important predecessors, contemporaries, and successors. This book is an excellent resource for students, researchers, and 

anyone wanting to know more about David Hume.

【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】

ジョルジョ・アガンベン著 『リアルとはなにか』

What Is Real?

Agamben, Giorgio

Meridian: Crossing Aesthetics  (Stanford U.P.)

2018 : 11  88 p.  Hardback 9781503606203 US$50.00  Paperback 9781503606210  US$15.95

Eighty years ago, Ettore Majorana, a brilliant student of Enrico Fermi, disappeared under mysterious circumstances while going by ship from 

Palermo to Naples. This book advances a different hypothesis. Through a careful analysis of Majorana's article "The Value of Statistical Laws 

in Physics and Social Sciences," which shows how in quantum physics reality is dissolved into probability, and in dialogue with Simone Weil's 

considerations on the topic, Giorgio Agamben suggests that, by disappearing into thin air, Majorana turned his very person into an exemplary 

cipher of the status of the real in our probabilistic universe.

【東洋哲学】

井上円了：哲学的肖像

Inoue Enryo: A Philosophical Portrait

Schulzer, Rainer

 (State U. of New York)

2018 : 12  352 p.  Hardback 9781438471877 US$90.00     

Rainer Schulzer provides the first comprehensive study, in English, of the modern Japanese philosopher Inoue Enryō (1858-1919). Enryō was 

a key figure in several important intellectual trends in Meiji Japan, including the establishment of academic philosophy, the public campaign 

against superstition, the permeation of imperial ideology, and the emergence of modern Japanese Buddhism.

【イギリス史・アイルランド史】

マッカーサー、山下、マニラの戦い

Rampage: MacArthur, Yamashita, and the Battle of Manila

Scott, James M.

 (W.W. Norton)

2018 : 10  640 p.  Hardback 9780393246940 US$32.95     

Based on extensive research in the United States and the Philippines, including war-crimes testimony, after-action reports, and survivor 

interviews, Rampage recounts one of the most heartbreaking chapters of Pacific War history.
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【アジア全般・東アジア研究】

アウン・サン・スー・チー著 『ミャンマーの民主化』

Democratic Transition in Myanmar: Challenges and the Way Forward

Suu Kyi, Aung San

 (ISEAS)

2018 : 10  28 p.      Paperback 9789814818964  US$16.90

The 43rd Singapore Lecture was delivered by Her Excellency Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, State Counsellor of the Republic of the Union of 

Myanmar, on 21 August 2018 under the distinguished Chairmanship of Mr Teo Chee Hean, Deputy Prime Minister and Coordinating Minister 

for National Security, Singapore.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】

フィリピンの日本人戦犯の裁判

A Reckoning: Philippine Trials of Japanese War Criminals

Chamberlain, Sharon

New Perspectives in Southeast Asian Studies  (U. of Wisconsin Pr.)

2019 : 02  272 p.  Hardback 9780299318604 US$79.95     

After World War II, thousands of Japanese throughout Asia were put on trial for war crimes. Examination of postwar trials is now a thriving 

area of research, but Sharon W. Chamberlain is the first to offer an authoritative assessment of the legal proceedings convened in the 

Philippines. These were trials conducted by Asians, not Western powers, and centered on the abuses suffered by local inhabitants rather than 

by prisoners of war.

【日本研究】

英国王室と日本の皇室の 150 年にわたる関係

British Royal and Imperial Relations, 1868-2018: 150 Years of Association, Engagement and 

Celebration

Kornicki, Peter et al. (ed.)

 (Renaissance Books)

2019 : 04  360 p.  Hardback 9781898823865 ￡75.00     

This new study examines the history of the relations between the British and Japanese monarchies over the past 150 years. Complemented 

by a significant plate section, with many rarely seen historical photographs and illustrations, together with supporting chronologies, British 

Royal and Japanese Imperial Relations, 1868-2018, will become a benchmark reference on the subject. The volume is divided into three 

sections. Part I, by Peter Kornicki, examines the ‘royals and imperials’ history during the Meiji era; Part II, by Antony Best, examines the first half of the twentieth century; 

Part III, by Sir Hugh Cortazzi (Ambassador to Japan 1980-1984), focuses on the post-war history up to the present day.

【日本研究】

戦後日本の性風俗業にみる社会とジェンダー不平等

Comfort Women and Post-Occupation Corporate Japan

Norma, Caroline

ASAA Women in Asia  (Routledge)

2018 : 10  240 p.  Hardback 9780815394693 ￡115.00     

This book provides an overview of the Japanese sex industry in the years of Japan’s postwar economic boom. It argues that the origins 

of gender inequality in contemporary Japan resulted from the policies put in place during this period, when there was instituted a “sexual 

contract” which provided male salarymen whose work was arduous, underpaid and subject to military-like organisation with easy access 

to women’s bodies, through workplace getaway trips to hot springs resorts, hostess bars, and prostitution tourism to South Korea, as 

sexual inducement to acquiesce to their own exploitation. Japan’s economic growth, the book thereby contends, came at the price not just of environmental and labour 

degradation, but also gender inequality.
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【日本研究】

生麦事件の亡霊：チャールズ・リチャードソンと薩英戦争

The Ghost of Namamugi: Charles Lenox Richardson and the Anglo-Satsuma War

Fletcher, Robert

 (Renaissance Books)

2019 : 01  220 p.  Hardback 9781898823834 ￡55.00     

The Ghost of Namamugi  is a captivating re-telling of this story, locating it firmly within the wider context of British imperial expansion in East 

Asia. For the first time and in full, the volume includes Richardson’s personal correspondence home. Written across ten years spent living 

and trading at Shanghai, the Richardson letters give readers a chance to form their own judgement of the man at the centre of a nineteenth-

century ‘outrage’.

【日本研究】

日本の被差別部落史

A History of Discriminated Buraku Communities in Japan

Nobuaki, Teraki & Midori, Kurokawa / Neary, Ian (trans.)

 (Renaissance Books)

2019 : 06  224 p.  Hardback 9781898823964 ￡55.00     

Buraku studies, once largely ignored within Japan’s academia and by scholarly publishers, have developed considerably in the first decades 

of the twenty-first century, as the extensive bibliography provided here clearly demonstrates, thereby ensuring that the authors of the present 

study (2016), translated by the Oxford scholar Ian Neary, have been able to access the most recent data.

【日本研究】

京都のルネサンス

Kyoto's Renaissance: Ancient Capital for Modern Japan

Breen, John et al. (ed.)

 (Renaissance Books)

2019 : 05  224 p.  Hardback 9781898823926 ￡55.00     

Drawing on a significant archive of primary sources and critical writings, Kyoto’s Renaissance is the first volume in English to take an in-

depth look at Kyoto’s modern transformation - how it came to reinvent itself after its ‘collapse’ at the time of the Meiji Restoration of 1868 

and relocation of the imperial court to Tokyo. Following a contextualised introduction, which also includes a scholarly appraisal of recent and 

contemporary studies on the city - in both English and Japanese - nine chapters focus on the most notable historical elements that sustain 

Kyoto as a quintessentially modern ‘ancient capital’ today.

【日本研究】

日本及び日本占領地における学徒動員

Nation-Empire: Ideology and Rural Youth Mobilization in Japan and Its Colonies

Chatani, Sayaka

Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute, Columbia University  (Cornell U.P.)

2018 : 12  366 p.  Hardback 9781501730757 US$55.00     

By the end of World War II, hundreds of thousands of young men in the Japanese colonies, in particular Taiwan and Korea, had expressed 

their loyalty to the empire by volunteering to join the army. Why and how did so many colonial youth become passionate supporters of 

Japanese imperial nationalism? And what happened to these youth after the war? Nation-Empire investigates these questions by examining 

the long-term mobilization of youth in the rural peripheries of Japan, Taiwan, and Korea. Personal stories and village histories vividly show 

youth’s ambitions, emotions, and identities generated in the shifting conditions in each locality.
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【日本研究】

渋沢雅英著 『太平洋にかける橋 - 渋沢栄一の生涯』 英訳版

The Private Diplomacy of Shibusawa Eiichi: Visionary Entrepreneur and Transnationalist of Modern 

Japan

Shibusawa, Masahide

 (Renaissance Books)

2019 : 01  410 p.  Hardback 9781898823810 ￡65.00     

This book offers an account of the life of Shibusawa Eiichi, who may be considered the first ‘internationalist’ in modern Japan, written by his 

great grandson Masahide and published in 1970 under the title, Taiheiyo ni kakeru hashi (Building Bridges Over the Pacific).

【日本研究】

明治日本の誕生と発展

The Rise and Evolution of Meiji Japan

Huffman, James

 (Renaissance Books)

2019 : 05  400 p.  Hardback 9781898823940 ￡85.00     

Supported by an introductory mini memoir, this collection of Huffman’s other writings, comprises thirty journal papers and scholarly essays, 

thematically structured under (1) Media, (2) Society, Culture and Environment, (3) Democracy, Government and Nationalism. Part 4 offers a 

selection from his portfolio of book reviews. The Rise and Evolution of Meiji Japan  offers a valuable one-stop access to the scholarship of Jim 

Huffman that both complements and enhances his existing published works.

【日本研究】

イザベラ・バード著・金坂清則（京都大学名誉教授）訳 『簡約版　日本奥地紀行』注釈付

Unbeaten Tracks in Japan: Revisiting Isabella Bird.  new abridged ed

Bird, Isabella / Kanasaka, Kiyonori (notes & commentaries)

 (Renaissance Books)

2018 : 11  400 p.  Hardback 9781898823797 ￡55.00     

Isabella Bird’s best-selling book on Japan is republished here, but with a difference: for the first time, it is now fully annotated with supporting 

commentaries, providing the twenty-first century reader with an enhanced informed view of the new ‘modern Japan’ as Bird experienced it in 

1878.

【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】

大規模共同公開オンラインアメリカ史教本　第 1 巻

The American Yawp - A Massively Collaborative Open U.S. History Textbook, Vol. 1: To 1877

Locke, Joseph L. & Wright, Ben (ed.)

 (Stanford U.P.)

2019 : 01  456 p.      Paperback 9781503606715  US$24.95

The American Yawp is a free, online, collaboratively built American history textbook. Over 300 historians joined together to create the book 

they wanted for their own students - an accessible, synthetic narrative that reflects the best of recent historical scholarship and provides a 

jumping-off point for discussions in the U.S. history classroom and beyond. The fully peer-reviewed edition of The American Yawp will be 

available in two print volumes designed for the U.S. history survey. 

Volume I begins with the indigenous people who called the Americas home before chronicling the collision of Native Americans, Europeans, and Africans.

【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】

大規模共同公開オンラインアメリカ史教本　第 2 巻

The American Yawp - A Massively Collaborative Open U.S. History Textbook, Vol. 2: Since 1877

Locke, Joseph L. & Wright, Ben (ed.)

 (Stanford U.P.)

2019 : 01  464 p.      Paperback 9781503606883  US$24.95

Volume II opens in the Gilded Age, before moving through the twentieth century as the country reckoned with economic crises, world wars, 

and social, cultural, and political upheaval at home.
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【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】

戦後：シカゴの平和維持

Postwar: Waging Peace in Chicago

McEnaney, Laura

Politics and Culture in Modern America  (Univ. of Penn. Pr.)

2018 : 09  304 p.  Hardback 9780812250558 US$45.00     

From roughly 1943 onward, building a postwar society became the new national project, and every interest group involved in the war effort - 

from business leaders to working-class renters - held different visions for the war's aftermath. In Postwar, Laura McEnaney plumbs the depths 

of this period to explore exactly what peace meant to a broad swath of civilians, including apartment dwellers, single women and housewives, 

newly freed Japanese American internees, African American migrants, and returning veterans.

◇ 表示の円価は本体価格です ◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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